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The development of middle and southern corridors needs joint
efforts from all players
Fields of action for players on middle and southern Silk Road corridors

Awareness and
promotion
• Promote and advertise •
middle corridor to
European and Chinese
stakeholders
•
• Pinpoint and address
concerns to instill trust in
the system and to trigger •
demand

Cooperation and
coordination
Involve more stakeholders into corridor
development process
Intensify cooperation
between countries and
national carriers
Create platform to
bundle and coordinate
corridor management
programs

Digitization and
harmonization
• Digitization and
•
harmonization
considered as major
uplift potentials
•
• Spread usage of
CIM/SMGS (intermodal)
consignment note
•
• Foster digitization of
customs processes
• Adapt transit guidelines
and foster cross-national
customs alignment

Operationalization
Ramp-up frequencies •
and improve service
level on middle corridor
Establish integrator role
with contact to end client
and marketable product •
Improve transparency on
fares & tariffs, transport
status, service schedule,
etc.

Investment and
public support
Continuous investments
in rail infrastructure,
border crossings, and
ferries, with primary
focus on bottlenecks
Enter dialogue and
secure direct or indirect
subsidies (in form of
reduced tariffs) from
China and countries
along the corridor
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Lack of reliable service and northern competition is preventing the
southern routes from unlocking their potential
Bottlenecks – Market, services and demand
Views from experts
"We are trucking our Turkish cargo
to Budapest to use Russian rail. If
you give me Istanbul-Shanghai in
18 days, I'm there" - Operator
"These can be huge markets (TR, IR,
KZ)…But you know, sometimes
demand is there just because they
simply cannot go elsewhere" - Shipper
"I need predictable, fixed
schedules – There are currently just not enough frequencies"
- Operator
"We looked at the middle corridor
because of Russian embargo, now they
solved it – And I need T2T1) only 14
days, Turkey more than 30" - Operator

Key take-aways and bottlenecks
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Good theoretical demand perspective for countries on southern routes
• Turkey, Kazakhstan, and Iran certified to have high demand potential
• Willingness to attempt connection given resolution of complications
• Preferred route for temperature-controlled goods
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Heavy competition from far superior alternative from the north
• Northern route vastly outperforming in terms of transit time and cost (14 vs. 30
days), reliability, and complexity
• Phenomenon of redirection of southern demand to northern route

Low service level and the chicken-egg deadlock between supply and demand
• Poor availability and quality of rail and ferry service on the middle corridor
• Higher cost due to lack of efficiency despite comparable cost of infrastructure –
Diminished competitiveness of rail
• Without much demand, no incentives for increased service

Smaller catchment for southern routes in Europe
• Geographically no advantage for majority of European countries to use middle and
southern corridors
• Particularly after better connectivity of Hungary with northern route

1) Terminal to terminal 2) Particularly for rail in Turkey and Turkmenistan, Caspian Sea waiting time can reach 4-5 days
Source: Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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Digitization and coordinated harmonization are major improvement
potentials
Bottlenecks – Customs and border crossing
Views from experts
"Between Kazakhstan and Russia there
are basically no borders, on the middle
corridors there are so many" – Int. Org.
"Sometimes the customs is not built
in the terminal, if they need to inspect
rail cargo, they need to truck it to the
customs, open it and truck back –
That is kind of ironic" – Int. Org.
"Of course there are problems with
customs, but they are normal
'customs problems' – Nothing we
cannot handle" - Operator
"The current consignment note in
paper form leaves room for corruption
and increases time due to bad
translation" – Int. Org.

Source: Expert interviews, Roland Berger

Key take-aways and bottlenecks
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Customs perceived to be manageable but with a lot of improvement potential
• Number of border crossings and non-efficient customs processes as bottlenecks
• Border crossing procedures perceived to be cumbersome but manageable by
operators
• Mostly "first time" issues or "normal" problems
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Lack of data digitization and CIM/SMGS harmonization complicating processes
• Many documents such as consignment notes and declarations still done with paper
at certain borders – Time-consuming and error-prone processes
• Common CIM/SMGS consignment note is still not accepted in Turkey, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan
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Suboptimal physical infrastructure at some border crossing points
• Lack of modern systems and qualified personnel at some customs
• Cargo inspection difficult and time-consuming (due to trucking) if customs not
integrated in terminal
Rail naturally more difficult for customs due to inherent characteristics
• Long distance over land in the transit country mandatory for rail cargo
• Customs mandated to conduct stricter controls for hazardous and illegal goods
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Delays at customs can be caused by manual errors, lack of
documents as well as change in consignment regime
Illustration of customs procedures
Routing

Customs processes
Document preparation
Documents needed for all customs need to be prepared, incl.:
• Commercial invoice
• Value declaration
• Consignment note
• Packing list
• Business registration number • Certificate of origin
• Export license/permit
• Quarantine inspection cert.
• Phytosanitary certificate

Document transmission
Customs can ask for documents to be submitted by relevant
parties (rail carrier for consignment note, shipper for invoice) per
electronically pre-arrival. Then upon arrival again as hard copies
Reloading in
terminal

Chinese
customs

Kazakh customs

Customs control
In the customs, controls are performed on either side, incl.:
• Translation of transport- and other documents related to transit
consignments in a wagon
• Preparation of transit declaration based on translated documents
• X-ray scanning of consignments in wagons
• Cross-checking information given on invoices and packing lists
against information revealed in X-ray scans
suspicious
clear
Wagon cleared for marshalling Wagon shunted to inspection
into a train and further travel
bay for physical inspection

Source: UNESCAP, Desk research, Roland Berger

Issues
• Often delays are caused by special documents
required by border control such as distinct permissions
or licenses. Human errors may cause misalignment of
lists and cargo, causing them to be detained or
returned
• In case the consignment note regime is changed, new
issuance can be needed (can happen 50x per train,
one per wagon, 30 min. per note) – This is a
significantly time-consuming task
• If the cargo undergoes physical inspection, it can be
very time-consuming if the customs is located offsite
• If consignment-wagon assignment is required for
customs, cargo reloading cannot be parallel

Improvement potential
• The more widespread use of common consignment
note and e-consignment note can eliminate or facilitate
the processes of transcription
• Implementation of system that allows pre-arrival
customs clearance can reduce effort and time for train
examination
• Introduction of a single, multimodal transport
documentation may not significantly reduce time, but it
does help reducing workload and probability of errors
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Market players have learned to perform customs reliably – Still
improvement potential concerning its efficiency
Legal situation and customs: continued efforts of CIT and OSJD are key
Current situation
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CIM+SMGS

Source: CIT, Expert interviews, Roland Berger
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Complicated customs procedures

• The Eurasian Silk Road spans two customs
unions – EU and the Eurasian Customs Union
(Russia, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan,
Belarus). The lack of customs control in the latter
ensures the efficient border crossing on the
northern route
• The middle corridor has four border crossings
that are not covered by Customs Union, and the
southern corridor five (compared to two on the
northern corridor)
• Customs procedures where problems tend to
arise are cited to be between:
– Turkmenistan and Iranian border (due to
vested interest)
– Baku Port (as reloading and customs cannot be
parallel)
– Georgian and Turkish border (due to issuance
of new consignment note)
– EU border entries at Polish entries other than
Malaszewicze (due to lack of customs
infrastructure and capabilities)
• With the introduction of CIM/SMGS common
consignment note and its acceptance by China in
2017, significant time and cost savings could be
achieved
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UIC activity with its digital platform RAILDATA
Exchange of electronic
Consignment Note data

16 RUs participating in the ORFEUS
system
95 000 messages with Consignment note
information are sent by members via
ORFEUS each month
consignment note related data (preadvices) is being exchanged
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ECN Data Exchange

Some RUs currently support the use and
transmission of the ECN
ECN exchange on the entire network is
possible on a technical level through
ORFEUS
Exchange is limited to bi-lateral exchange
due to legal, business, process, and
technical constraints

Figure 2 - ECN and Data Flows
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Constraints for Deployment
biggest obstacle to full deployment is that
RUs cannot support the cost burden of
both paper-based and electronic
processes
• Dangerous Goods (Legal)
• IT System Constraints (Business)
• Member States require paper CNs
(Process, Legal)
• Compliance with TAF-TSI (Legal)
• NCTS - Customs (Process, Business,
Technical)
• Cost (Business)
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Addressing the Constraints
There has been a commitment by Raildata to provide the portal for stakeholders to
communicate the mandatory ECN and Status messages in order to assure compliance
with the TAF-TSI Regulation

ECN message specification has been updated to include information to support
Customs and the NCTS requirements
The technical specification for CIM/SMGS message format is under development
Coding issues, particularly for Locations and Company Codes are being addressed
Wide sector project DP-RAIL awaiting financing from EU
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Deep dive into a Community initiative led by UIC designed to offer interoperable and standardised
connections for logistics partners

